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DRONE DETECTION & INTERCEPTION
Drone technology has drastically altered the way we view the world as it has given us a bird’s eye
view at our fingertips. Unfortunately, there are many who would use this technology for their
own personal gain at the expense of others and this is where the Hawk Overwatch System can
help you.

The Hawk Overwatch is built to be fitted around your existing security infrastructure giving you
full control. Full integration is key in our philosophy, which is why our system is highly
customisable to cover your needs and limitations.
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Keep Rogue Drones Under Control
Bringing New Solutions to the Future of Perimeter Security
The Hawk Overwatch System has four main
functions with which to detect, intercept and
control on coming drones:
Drone Detection
Real Time Tracking
Aircraft Type Identification
Defeat Device

RECOGNISE, REACT & CONTROL
The Hawk Overwatch can offer a range of anti-drone
jamming technologies to defeat almost any device when it
becomes a threat.
Our system can be integrated completely into your existing
security infrastructure and create a virtual fence that
disables any device that attempts to enter within it
automatically.
We can also provide mobile solutions with which an
individual can jam as well as take down oncoming drones
for both short and medium range threats.
The Hawk Overwatch also provides you with saved data of
any past events and drills so as to be able to build a review
of what happened to make sure to take advantage from
lessons learned.
We provide you with highly skilled and experienced
engineers to fully train you and certify your organisation to
be able to advise you on your specific operational needs.
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GET IN TOUCH
Our team at Hawk Aerospace are passionate about
Engineering Tomorrow’s Technological Solutions for
today’s evolving problems.
We combine decades of experience in innovation with
dedication towards great customer service to provide
you with the desired solutions and customer
satisfaction.

38, Santa Marija Street, MST 4133
Mosta, Malta, Europe
+ 356 21490202

info@hawkaerospace.eu
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